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Abstract. An analytic theory is presented for the static structure factor of

the orse-coiaponent classical plasma at strong couplings. The theory combines

the hard-core model of Gillan for short-range correlations in the Coulomb

fluid with a semiempirical representation of intermediate-range correlations,

througi which the requirement of thennodynaraic consistency on the "compressib-

i l i ty" and the known equation of state of the system are satisfied. Excellent

agreement is found with the available computer simulation data on the structure

of the fluid. The approach becomes inapplicable at intermediate and weak

couplings where effects of penetration in the Coulomb hole of each particle

become important.

1, Introduction

The 30-called one-component classical plasma (OCP), a system of identical

point charges embedded in a rigid neutralizing background and obeying the laws

of classical statistical mechanics, has long been of interest as a prototype

1 2
model for ionized gases and classical liquids of charged particles ' . Many

of the properties of this model system, in particular i t s equation of atate

and pair structure, are known through computer simulation work"^ overawide

range of the plasma parameter 1 which measures the strength of the coupling

between the particles. The importance of the model and the availability of

accurate data have prompted a number of different theoretical approaches,

which are reviewed in the recent article of Baus and Hansen .

A very accurate knowledge of the static structure factor of the OCP at

various values of I in the Btrong coupling regime is required for calculations

of the structural and thermodynajnic properties of the liquid alkali metals in

the framework of linear electron screening theory , The computer simulation

data are far from complete for this purpose. In fact, one would like t» have,

in view of further applications of the theory such as the calculation of aur—
a

face properties , an accurate analytic representation of the struoture factor.

This need has prompted us to develop further a theoretical approach to the
q

structure of the strongly coupled OCP which was originated by Gillan .

The approach of Gillan combines the Debye-SMckel (or RPA) treatment of

long range correlations with the idea that the short range correlations in the

strongly coupled OCP can be approximately accounted for by endowing each point

particle of the plasma with an effective hard core inside which the other

particles are not allowed to penetrate. An advantage of the approach is indeed

that, through the use of the mean apherical approximation (MSA) in. tfc*



solution of the Ornstein-Zernike equation, i t Icad3 to analytic expressions

for the structural and thenaodynamic properties of the OCP, The quality of

the results, when tested against the computer simulation data, ia comparable

for 1 t 1 to- that obtained by the numerical solution of the integral equa-

tion yielded by the hypernetted-chain approximation (HHC). In particular

the internal energy i s in very good agreement with the simulation data and

the vir ial theorem for the Coulomb fluid i s exactly satisfied through the

requirement that the pair correlation function should vanish at the effective

hard-core diameter.

He main drawbacks of the MSA, which are shared by the HNC, are an in-

accurate representation of the detailed shape of the pair correlation func-

tion, which underestimates the degree of charge ordering revealed by the

simulation experiments, and the .lack of thermodynamic consistency, i . e .

the inconsistency between the values of the "compressibility" obtained from

•the density dependence of the internal energy and from the behaviour of the

static structure factor at long wavelengths. More precisely, the structure

factor s(k) of the OCP can be 3hown by electrostatic and thermodynamic

arguments to have the long-wavelength form

(1.1)

or, in terms of the direct correlation function 4-(k) - 1 — S~ (fc),

(1.2)
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Here kD » (4irne AgT) is the Debye-HUckel inverse screening length and k^

i s given by

- 4 n.

(1.3)

where £ i s the chemical potential and u. ia the mean potential energy per

particle in units of k-T. Ihermodynamic consistency of the theory requires

that the calculated structure factor has the fora ( l . l ) lor k-*0 with k̂

related to the internal energy of the system by eqn. (l.3)« The l w t t«rm

in the square bracket in eqn. (1.3) does, in fact bring thrse-fcody correla-

tions into play12 . She violation of consistency in the MSA and in the HNC

was illustrated elsewhere in the case of a two-component classical plasma.

Biere i s l i t t l e doubt that the above mentioned drawbacks are at least

partly associated in the MSA with an incorrect handling of intermediate range

correlations, specifically with the use of the Debye-Htlcfcel expression for

the direct correlation function (the Fourier transform of the firat tens on

the right-hand side of eqn. (1.2)) down to the effective hard-core diameter.

We account in the following for these correlations by a semi empirical soheme

of the type which has been discussed by several authors^ for ionio and polar

fluids, in which the direct correlation function i s allowed to contain a

rapidly decaying, Yukawa-like term outside the hard core. The known equation

of Btate of the OCP and thennodynamic consistency can be built into the

theory through this terra, while the advantage of having an analytic theory

of the structure factor i s preserved. Remarkably enough, this way of

handling the intermediate range correlations leads to a marked improvement

-h-



la the theoretical results for charge ordering in the strongly coupled OCP, to

the point thai the calculated structure factor is practically indistinguishable

from the computer simulation data. Similar aims have recently been pursuedby

Roaenfeld and Ashore ft1 J throu^i a semiempirical refinement of the HKC,

2. Analytic form of the direct correlation function

line physical content of our approach ia expressed by statements on the

form of the correlations between the particles of the OCP over various ranges

of interparticle distance r . 'M account for short range correlations, fol-
q

lowing Gillan , by introducing an effective tord-core diameter or and imposing

the boundary condition

g(r) - o for r 4 v (2.1)

which ensures that the pair correlation function g(r) vanishes not only inside

the hard core but also at contact, thus preserving the virial theorem for

the Coulomb fluid. He account for intermediate and long range correlations,

on the, other hand, by imposing that the direct correlation function *{r)

has outside the hard core the form

Our aim now is to solve under the above conditions the Ornstein-'ernike

equation,

(2.3)

where n ie tlie particle density and h(r) » g(r) - 1, in order to determine

tho analytic form of *(r) inside the hard core. An analytic solution of

.this problem for the caae A « o, which corresponds to the MSA, haa teen given

by Palmer and Weeks by a Laplace transform technique. We adopt for the

general caae A / o the factorization method first developed by Baxter for

fluids of neutral hard spheres, as subsequently extended ' to fluids of

charged hard spheres. A general discussion of the method has been given by
jq

Smith *t and we shall not need to give many detailed arguments.

!Hie flrot stsp is to divide <(r) into a abort range part <J.r) and a

long range part

(2.4)

with Fburier transforms <t(k) and <^{k). Here

J L (2.2)

A and d are empirical parameters that we shall later determine so as to

ensure the thermodynamic consistency of the theory, i . e . agreement between

the second term on the right-hand side of eqn. (1*2) and the expression

(1.3) for kf.

(2.5)

and we shall need to take the limit £-*iS , One can then prove for a disordered

system that

i - C < (2.6)



introducing the factor correlation function Q(k

this function allow one to write i t in the form

analytic propertieaof

- l - n j dr Q<r) exp(ikr), (2.7)

where Q(r) i s the sum of a short range part <Jo(r) and a long range part d,(r)i

Q(r) -

with

o ft>r r

and

Jj wcp(-dr) - B l i i exp(-iir).

Here

and

U

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

The analytic form of the short-range function Qo(r) a t i l l remains to be de-

teminedt we shall then know the form of <j(r) and hence, through eqna. (2.7)

- 7 -

and (2.6), the forme of Q(k) and <.{k).

We return for this purpose to the Omstein-Zernike equation, on which we

s t i l l have to impose the condition (2.1). Through the use of eqns. (2.6) and

(2.7) i t leads to the integral equation

(2.13)

where we have defined'

(2.14)

Ihia function haa for r<o-, Where' eqn. (2.1) applies, the form

with the oonstant J given by

I= an I AT r

(2.15)

(2.16)

analysis of »qn. (2.13) for f<w then yields straigbtforwardly the form of

r) as

The factor correlation function Q(r) ia thu3 given by eqna. (2.8) - (2.10)

and (2.17) in terms of the coefficients o, «?', Q1 and' <c .

A set of algdbraio equations for the coefficiente tpt'V «nd c follows

from eqn. (2.13) and Its first two derivativest

- 8 -



dw dcr

lilj

- d e

-Ac
^

, (2. is)

(2.19)

and

(dc)

(2.20)

Here t[=innff ia the packing fraction of the fluid. These equations involve

the unknown constant J , but an additional equation involving the Laplace

transform of rg( r ) can be derived from eqn, (£.13):

(2.21)

Finally eqn. (2.11) yields for the coefficient b

Here

with

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

and

[ » - - i
-do-

+ 1

(2.25)

In summary, eqns. (2.18) - (2.22) relate the quantities b, Q™, Q*,c and | .

to the parameters of the system, which are 13,^,0", A and d. A careful anal-

-Ao- ysis shows tha t , when a l l distances are measured in units of the average

interpar t ic le distance a = (l*nn/i) and the parameters ff , A and d are

adjusted to properties of the OCP, the resul ts depend only on the usual

r , = e /

Miysical conditions must now Tse imposed for the determination of the

parameters Cf f A and d. First of al l the condition (2.1) remains to be

satisfied for r = tf, leading to

d exp(-dcr ), (2.26)

Secondly the theory becomes thermodynamically consistent, as discussed in

the introduction, when the following condition is satisfied:

(2.27)

Bw excess internal energy «, is related to the parameter J defined in eqn.

(2.16) by

" • ' JTT * ' (2.28)

As a third condition we have requested that the value of I should agree with

- 9 - -10 -



the reault3 for u, yielded ty the computer simulation work , which are well

represented by the expression

- -0.896434 F + O.861&3 F -O.555I . (2.29)

Our results are thus not only thomodynsmically consistent but also embody

the known equation of state of the OCP. This latter condition 13 not a

stringent one, however, since the USA already yield3 good values for u. .

FLnally we wish to report the analytic expression for .c(r) inside the

hard core diameter, which can be obtained " from the expression of Q(r) as

W = -Q'tO -

The result ia

• c/ - c/ * c/ - c.

where, throu^i the use of eqns, (2.18) and (2.16), we have:

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

and

*
(2.36)

+ 1. TO'SV (v • ivi + i vi JLw\ .
* i - j - v u to 1. J

It is easily seen that the fir3t derivative of <(r) vanishes at the origin.

Analytic expressions for <0O and S(k) » [1 - <(k)]~ follow directly

from eqna, (2.7) and (2.6). The result is

(2.37)

where

(2.38)

and

Y (2.39)

-11- -12-
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3, Evaluation of the coefficients

The set of equations (2.18) - (2.22) and (2.26) - (2.28) now has to be

solved for each value of the plasma parameter 1 to complete the calculation

of the direct correlation function in the OCP, This problem can be reduced

by suitable algebraic rearrangements to the numerical solution of two tran-

scendental equations which contain only the unknowns C and d. These equa-

tiona were solved by starting at the highest value of 1 (l= 160) with an

initial value of o* near the MSA value, finding rough values of o" and d by

a graphical method, and refining the solution on the computer. We then

proceeded in the sams way for lower values of V , examining the whole range

of P by small steps of /iP- -1. A solution waa found at all values of I

down to " • 21, where both A and & become negligibly small. Namely, the

MSA treatment of the OCP cannot be refined by the present approach below

this value of 1 . We shall return on this point in the next section when

we shall discuss our results for g(r).

Figure 1 reports the values of tf and d as functions of 1 for our so-

lution of the problem. The valuos of or are slightly larger than those

yielded by the USA. Hie values of d are rather large at strong couplings,

implying that c(r) tends very rapidly to its Coulombic asymptotic value

outside the effective hard core, as we shall see in the next section. It

ia a simple matter to evaluate the other coefficients once or and d are

known, and we thus do not report details of this part of the calculation.

We checked at the end that the evaluation of the integral (2.16) from h(r)

yields back: the value of J that had been taken at the start from the

computer simulation data through eqns. (2.28) and (2.29).

- 1 3 -

4. Structure of the OCP

Although our main interest lies in the structure factor 3{lc)t we shall

begin the discussion of our results for the structure of the OCP by examining

the direct correlation function -t(r) and the pair correlation function g(r)

at large couplings. The values of F to which the following figures refer have

been chosen so aa to allow a comparison with the available computer simulation

data.

figure 2 reports our results for <(r) at 1 • 100 and compares them wit!

the MSA results and with computer simulation results which have been read

from a graph reported by Hansen . It ia apparent that rather small changes

from the MSA outside the effective hard core are brought about by the require-

ment of themodynamic consistency: the effective diameter increases by a few

percent and a small, rapidly decaying ta i l i s added to the Coulombio value of

* ( r ) . fttis result i s in accord with the simulation data, Theae small

changes lead, however, to a consistent shift of -t(r) inside the core towards

the data of Hansen and to large modifications in the shape of g(r) . ltd8 .func-

tion i s reported in figure 3 for I « 160. The predicted degree of charge order in

the fluid i s rather strongly increased and the agreement with the simulation

data becomes practically perfect in the range of intermediate distances beyond

the first peak. The remaining discrepancies from the data reside in the pre-

cise height of the main peak and in the ta i l at email r . The latter discrep-

ancy i s clearly due to our use of an infinitely hard core in the representa-

tion of the short range Coulomb hole, which forces an abrupt vanishing of

g(r) at contact instead of a modest degree of penetration. This defect i s

also, presumably, the- cause for the failure of'our approach at low P , where

penetration becomes increasingly important.

- l i t -



Since the discrepancies in g(r) ara Bmall and strongly localized, they

become practically unnoticeable when i t s Fburier transform ia taken. Hie ac-

cord between the calculated S(k) at l « 160, which is reported in figure 4,

and the computer simulation data of Gal ara and Hanseir i s thus excellent.

An illustration of the behaviours of S(k) and g(r) over a wide range of

1 i s reported in figures 5 and 6. 'The comments that we have made on the

preceding figures clearly apply over the whole range of 1 covered by our ap-

proach. Since no tabulation of simulation data for g(r) i s available at the

lower 1**8, we report in figure 7 the MSA result for g(r) at T = 4 together

with simulation data of Hansen . Shia figure aerves to illustrate the

softening of the effective interparticle repulsion at intermediate couplings,

which i s not accounted for in our approach.

5. Concluding remarks

He have presented above a simple analytic theory for the structure fac-

tor of the OCP, which embodies the known thermodynamic properties of this

system and yields very accurate results at strong couplings. Applications

of these results in a calculation of the structure factor of the liquid

alkali metals are presented elsewhere . Ttie analytic character of the re-

•a l ts will facil itate other applications such as calculations of the surface

structure of the OCP, which involve the term of order k in the low-Jc ex-

pansion of the direct correlation function for the bulk fluid over a wide

range of densities.

Although the short—range Coulomb hole around a particle of the OCP can

b« represented by a nearly hard core at strong couplings, the need for a

-15-

soft-core representation i s clearly indicated at intermediate and weak couplings.

We hope to return on this problem in future work.
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Figure cp-ptionj

Pig. 1. The effective hard-core radius <T (right-hand scale, in units of a )

and the parameter d (left-hand scale, in units of a~ ) against l .

Tig. 2, The direct correlation function t ( r ) of the QCP at Y = 100 versus

r / a . Full curve: present resul ts ; 'broken curve: MSA results; dots:

Computer simulation results of Hansen, ref, 4.

Pig. 3. TSw pair correlation function g(r) of the OCP at 1 = 1<S0 versus r /a .

SVill curve: present resul ts ; broken curve: MSA resul ts ; dots: com-

puter simulation data of Hansen, ref, 4.

Pig. 4. The s ta t ic structure factor S(k) of the OCP at T « 160 versus ka.

The vert ical scale at low wave number has been enlarged by a factor

10. Pull curve: present resul ts ; broken curve: MSA results ; dots:

computer simulation data of Galam and Hansen, ref. 5.

J ig . 5. Wie s ta t ic structure factor S(k) of the OCP at various values of T ,

versus ka. The behaviour below ka = 1 i s not reported as S(k) i s

practically indistinguishable from zero in this range on the pre-

sent scale. Pall curves: present resul ts ; dots: computer simula-

t ion data of Hansen, ref. 4 and Galam .and Hansen, ref. 5> Ifo®

curve marked I = 21 compares our results at thi3 value of 1 with

simulation data at 1 • 20.

Pig, 6. The pair correlation function g(r) of the OCP at various values of

1 , versus r / a . Full curves: present resul ts ; dots: computer si—

-19-

mulation data of Hansen, ref. 4 and Slattery e£ a l , ref. 6,

Pig. 7« ^>e pair correlation function g(r) of the OCP at I • 4 versus r /a .

Full curve: MSA resul ts ; dots: computer simulation data of Hansen,

ref. 4.
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